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For Ischemic Stroke and Low Back Pain

The challenge: Creating an effective care continuum 

Rehabilitation is being devalued. Although PM&R data has been 
collected, very little national aggregate data and research are available. 
With no integrated way to assess clinical care and patient outcomes, 
the care continuum is both inefficient and ineffective. Outcomes are 
unclear, clinicians are stressed and we cannot prove results to our 
patients and payers. 

The solution: A single repository of data to track 
“real-world” care 

The AAPM&R Registry is a single repository of data that will track 
“real-world” care nationally to define rehabilitation practice, move 
rehabilitation forward and improve patient outcomes. The AAPM&R 
Registry is the first for PM&R and the only symptom vs. diagnostic  
based registry in existence.

Registry benefits: For institutions and practices

Participating in the AAPM&R Registry allows you to:

Z      Benchmark your practice   

Z      Improve patient care    

Z      Manage patient populations

Z      Join a community of quality improvement

“As healthcare is changing, 
it becomes important to 
show our value through 

evidence—evidence that is 
real, collected across the 

country and encompasses 
a host of conditions—

that’s what the AAPM&R 
Registry can help us do.”

    
   Steven R. Flanagan, MD, FAAPMR, 

AAPM&R President-Elect
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How it works: Turning data into useful information through  
smart analytics

Plenty of disparate data exists, but it’s not easily accessed or usable as practical, 
actionable information. The AAPM&R Registry consolidates this data into one source 
for easy access and use:

1) The Platform: The AAPM&R Registry is built on ArborMetrix RegistryX that 
leverages healthcare interoperability standards to intake data.  

2) Data Sources: Traditional Electronic Medical Records (EMR) data is combined 
with Patient Report Outcomes (PRO) data for input into the system. 

3) Accessing Results: The Registry will use smart analytics and intuitive, flexible 
reports to transform data into real-world evidence.

4) Personalized Login: An individual login is assigned to each participant allowing 
them easy access to the Registry and its reports at their convenience, 24/7.

Join these participating sites who know the value of the  
AAPM&R Registry

Z      Allina Health

Z      Brooks Rehabilitation

Z      Carolina Neurosurgery and Spine 
Associates   

Z      Lifespan Physician Group 

Z      Rusk Rehabilitation at NYU

Z      Shepherd Center

Z      Shirley Ryan AbilityLab

Z      The Rehabilitation Institute of 
St. Louis

Z      Vanderbilt Medical University Center

Z      Vanderbilt Stallworth Rehabilitation 
Hospital 

Be the change physical medicine and rehabilitation needs

Be a change agent for physical medicine and rehabilitation—become an AAPM&R 
Registry participant and join like-minded institutions who want to make a positive 
impact on patient outcomes and the profession. Contact us at registry@aapmr.org.

The American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (AAPM&R) is the national medical specialty organization representing more 
than 10,000 physicians who are specialists in physical medicine and rehabilitation.

The AAPM&R Registry is a single repository of data that will track “real-world” care nationally to define rehabilitation practice, move 
rehabilitation forward and improve patient outcomes. The AAPM&R Registry is the first for PM&R and the only symptom vs. diagnostic based 
registry in existence.


